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Rule References: 

28.3 The measurement certificate ceases to be valid if there is any change to:  

  ……; or   

(f)  the longitudinal center of gravity caused by movement of equipment that was 
included in measurement condition, that results in a pitch moment difference greater 

than 50 kg.m. (Note: limits to be specified per Rule 6.13 still apply).   

 

Background: 

AC Class Rule 28.3(f) was written to limit the movement of equipment on the yacht to suit 

weather conditions or enhance performance.  The limit of 50 kg.m was chosen to severely limit 

what could be moved without invalidating the certificate.  The intention was NOT to restrict 

movement of components that are largely fixed in location but which are permitted to move in 

the normal course of sailing, and whose movements are well prescribed and strictly controlled 

by other parts of the AC Class Rule.  An example of the type of equipment movement intended 

to be constrained by Rule 28.3(f) would be to move the boat’s batteries from the stern to the 

bow.  An example of the second type of movement described above would be adjusting the 

rudder and daggerboard rake angles while racing, both of which are permitted movements 

with specific limits detailed in Rules 10.4 and 11.10(b)(ii). 

If both rudders and daggerboards are swept from their aft-most rake position to their forward-

most rake position within Rule permitted full range of movement, in most cases, the pitch 

moment change is much greater than the 50 kg.m limit specified in Rule 28.3(f).  

Questions: 

1. Are movements permitted in the AC Class Rule for daggerboards and rudders while 

racing considered to be “movement of equipment” for purposes of the pitch moment 

differences limited by Rule 28.3(f)? 

 

Background: 

The Measurement Committee is satisfied that the word “equipment” in Rule 28.3 f) includes 
everything aboard the AC Class Yacht, including the rudders and daggerboards, except the 
items listed in 27.1 a) to f).  

Interpretation: 

1.  Yes, rudder and daggerboard movements while racing (with daggerboards extended 
or retracted) are considered “movement of equipment” in Rule 28.3 (f). The measurement 
condition sets the starting location of equipment for the determination of the longitudinal 
center of gravity. Pitch moment differences of plus or minus 50 kg.m from the 
measurement condition are permitted by Rule 28.3 (f). 

Attention is also drawn to Rule 6.20 c). 
 
END 

Issued by the America’s Cup Measurement Committee on February 6, 2017. 


